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POWERTEX(In Europe "Suprime") ROUNDSLING specially prepared 
for lifting heavy-cargo has a lot of advantages (as follows) 

when it comes to “lifting”

Powertex(In Europe “Suprime”) 

Round Slings
Benefit of use

/SUPERIOR SAFETY
It is comfortable when unpacking and needs relatively small space for 
storage since it is light and can be freely folded, and furthermore can help 
reduce risk when using heavy wire-rope because it is easy to handle.

/MAX-EFFICIENCY
For example when lifting a 50 ton material 10m, wire-rope weighs 
280kg while POWERTEX(In Europe "Suprime") only weighs 34kg.  
Because it is light, it can reduce working time and workers needed 
to hang the material and adapting which can lead to economical profit. 

/ANTI-SCRATCH of COMPLETE CARGO
Because POWERTEX(In Europe "Suprime") is made of smooth special fiber, 
it does not damage the cargo. It can deal with any high-end material 
without using extra anti-scratch guard, and helps to work freely in small space.

How Powertex Round
Slings(In Europe “Suprime”)  
are Structured

POWERTEX ROUND SLING(In Europe "Suprime") consists of 
Core thread which endures the weight, Sleeves which cover 
the Core thread and the Protector which minimizes the damage
in contacting areas with hooks etc 

Core thread

Inner coverOuter cover

* Cover: The cover consists of two layers-the 
outer cover and the inner cover, and is classified 
in wear-resistant cover, heat-resistant cover, 
anti-cutting cover, and transparent cover.

* Protector: Generally VELCRO TYPE protector is used as  
In special cases SLEEVES TYPE protector can be used.

POWERTEX(In Europe "Suprime") ROUND SLING 
by SUHBO industry is made of polyarylate fiber, 
and, even though it is fiber, its tensile strength is 
stronger and tougher compared to WIRE ROPES, 
but is more smoother and therefore helps to work 
easily and quickly without harming the work 
product.

It is a sling used instead of existing fiber 
ropes or chains to move or to lift/lower big 
and small objects -even it is super-heavy cargo.

Commonly it is thought that fiber is weak in tensile 
strength. However, lately-developed specialty fiber 
which are used in body armour, bullef-proof gloves 
and spacesuit is stronger and tougher but smoother 
and therefore is widely used in industries for 
ROUNDSLING, in which  the high performance is 
required. 

Powertex(In Europe "Suprime")
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Efficiency in using
Powertex(In Europe “Suprime”) Round Slings

Decrease in total cost

Quick lifting work

Reduction of needed 
man power

Decrease in volume

Simplification of work

Cargo stability

*Simplification of work:
 The weight of the round sling itself is light that it makes the lifting work simple and reduces 
 the danger of injury.  

*Quick lifting work:
 It shortens salvaging time since it is light and flexible

*Reduction of needed manpower:
 Using Wire ropes when lifting large cargo requires mass human resources or equipment, 
 while POWERTEX Round Sling(In Europe "Suprime") requires only one-two people.  

*Minimization of damage to the cargo
 Smooth fiber does not damage the cargo while lifting it

*Lightening of Sling Weight 
 POWERTEX Round Sling is easy to handle since it weighs only 1/10 of the weight of wire-rope.

50 T X 10 M

Increase in Work efficiency
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